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Singularity-matching peaks in a superconducting single-electron transistor
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We report the experimental observation of the recently predicted peaks on theI -V curve of a superconduct-
ing single-electron transistor at relatively high temperatures. The peaks are due to the matching of singularities
in the quasiparticle density of states in two electrodes of a tunnel junction. The energy shift due to Coulomb
blockade provides the matching at finite voltage.@S0163-1829~97!01434-3#
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Single-electron effects1 in superconducting structure
have several additional features1,2 in comparison with those
in normal metals or semiconductors. The main differen
are due to the specific role of the parity of the electron nu
ber on a small island,3,4 the effects of Josephso
coupling,1,2,5–8 and the specific shape of the quasiparti
density of states~QDS!. The last topic has received relative
little attention so far in both theoretical and experimen
single electronics, although QDS leads to various interes
effects. Besides the well-known shift of the Coulomb bloc
ade threshold by 4D/e in an SSS single-electron transist
~SET! ~by 2D/e in NSN or SNS cases!, let us mention the
direct reproduction of the QDS on theI -V curve of the SET
with the discrete energy spectrum of the central electro9

and in the case of odd-parity current,10 singularity-matching
~SM! peaks at finite temperatures,11 the limitation of the dif-
ferential conductance by quantum resistance,11,12 and the
conductance jump atV54D/e due to cotunneling.12

In this paper we discuss the theory of SM peaks in m
detail and report their experimental observation in the S
SET. Somewhat similar experimental results will be p
sented soon by another group.13

The origin of SM peaks can be easily understood from
‘‘orthodox’’ theory of the SET.1,14 Let us neglect the effect
due to Josephson coupling and consider only quasipar
tunneling. The dc currentI through the SET consisting o
two tunnel junctions in series can be calculated from
equations1,14

I 5e(
n

@G1
1~n!2G1

2~n!#s~n!, ~1!

s~n!@G1
1~n!1G2

2~n!#5s~n11!@G1
2~n11!1G2

1~n11!#,
~2!

whereG i
6(n) are the rates of tunneling throughi th junction

( i 51,2) in the positive (1) or negative (2) direction when
n extra electrons are present on the central electrode of
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SET, ands(n) is the probability of the charge staten. In the
case of the SS junction the tunneling ratesG i

6(n)
[G i@Wi

6(n)# are given by

G i~W!5
1

e2Ri
E

2`

1`

r~«! f ~«!r~«1W!@12 f ~«1W!#d«,

~3!

r~«!5A «2

«22D~T!2 u~«22D2!, ~4!

where r~«! is the normalized QDS,D(T) is the supercon-
ducting energy gap,u(x) is the step function,f («)51/@1
1exp(«/T)# is the Fermi function,T is temperature,Ri is the
normal tunnel resistance ofi th junction, and the energy gai
W is given by14

Wi
6~n!5

e2

CS
F6

VC1C2

eCi
2

1

2
6~21! i S n1

Q0

e D G . ~5!

Here C1 and C2 are the junction capacitances,CS5C1
1C2 is the total island capacitance, andQ0 is the total back-
ground charge which accounts for the initial backgrou
chargeQ00 and the charge induced by the gate voltageVg ,
Q05Q001VgCg ~for definiteness we consider the gate c
pacitanceCg as being added toC1 , although an arbitrary
distribution of Cg between C1 and C2 is possible in
calculations15!.

At low temperatures the quasiparticle current in SSS S
appears only above the voltage threshold

Vt5min
i ,n

@Vi ,n
QPuVt.4D~T!#, ~6!

Vi ,n
QP5

eCi

C1C2
F2D~T!CS

e2 1
1

2
2~21! i S n1

Q0

e D G . ~7!

@The last equation is the conditionWi
1(n)52D(T).#

At temperaturesT comparable to the critical temperatu
Tc , the concentration of the thermally excited quasipartic
5116 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 5117BRIEF REPORTS
becomes considerable, and this modifies the shape of theI -V
curve, in particular, creating several additional features
V,Vt . As an example, Fig. 1 shows the theoreticalI -V
curve of the symmetrical SET transistor withD(T)
51.3e2/CS , T50.4e2/CS for several values ofQ0 @the rela-
tively large ratio ofD(T)/(e2/CS) is chosen to show more
features#. One can see two types of features: peaks~marked
by down arrows! and steps~up arrows!.

The peaks positions constitute two series:11

Vi ,n
SM5

eCi

C1C2
F1

2
2~21! i S n1

Q0

e D G , ~8!

which correspond to the conditionWi
1(n)50 @obviously,

the conditionWi
2(n)50 gives the same set of voltages#. For

such tunneling with zero energy gain the singularities of t
density of states of two electrodes match@recall that we con-
sider the sameD(T) in all electrodes#, that leads to the in-
crease of the tunneling rateG i

1(n) and explains the name o
SM peaks. In BCS theoryG i

1(n) is formally infinite at
Wi

1(n)50 ~logarithmic divergence!. Although the current
through the SET transistor remains finite being governed
the stationary master equation~2!, the divergence ofG would
lead to a very high and narrow center of the SM peak.
take into account the inevitable smoothing of the singular
of r~«!, in Fig. 1 we assumed~phenomenologically! a small
Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening ofD(T) with disper-
sion w50.01D(T). The peak height depends very weak
~logarithmically! on w providedw!D(T).

The origin of SM peaks is similar to that of well-known
peaks2 on the I -V curve of a single junction with different
energy gapsD1(T) and D2(T) of electrodes atV5@D1(T)
2D2(T)#/e. In our case the energy gaps can be the sam
and the energy shift is provided by the Coulomb blockad
However, this analogy is not complete. For example, in o
case both singularities match simultaneously. Another diff

FIG. 1. TheoreticalI -V curves of the symmetrical SSS SE
with D(T)51.3e2/CS , T50.4e2/CS at V,Vt for severalQ0 tak-
ing into account only quasiparticle tunneling. Notice the presence
SM peaks~marked by down arrows! and steps~up arrows!. A small
phenomenological smearingw50.01D(T) of the superconducting
gap is assumed. Curves are shifted vertically for clarity.
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ence is that the reverse process~tunneling back! also has a
large rate, and the net transport is due to tunneling thro
the other junction.

The voltage position of SM peaks coincides with the p
sition of the recently observed peaks10 in the SSS SET at low
temperatures when the parity-dependent current is due to
single quasiparticle created by the preceding tunneling ev
Notice that the SM peaks are located at the same voltage
the I -V curve cusps~conductance changes! in the normal
SET.

At not too high temperatures the SM peaks are more p
nounced within the voltage interval 2D(T)/e,V
,2D(T)/e1e/CS ~see Fig. 1!. The lower bound is the con
dition that the tunneling through the other junction whi
restores the system into the initial charge state and gives
contribution to the net current, is sufficiently fast,W5eV
.2D(T). The upper bound is the condition that after th
restoring the tunneling of the next electron through the sa
junction ~which drives the system out of ‘‘resonance’’! has a
small rate,W5eV2e2/CS,2D(T). Hence, not more than
two closely located peaks from the series given by Eq.~8!
can be well pronounced on theI -V curve.

The important property of SM peaks is their specific te
perature dependence. They should be absent at smallT ~be-
cause there are no thermally excited quasiparticles!, and their
height grows withT for some temperature range@see Fig.
3~b! below# until they begin to decrease due to the suppr
sion of superconductivity and/or correlation between tunn
ing events. Notice that the voltage position of the SM pea
does not change with temperature despite the depend
D(T).

One can see from Fig. 1 that the SM peaks are rat
broad and have an asymmetric shape so that they have lo
and higher tails on the higher-voltage side. When the pea
not well pronounced, this tail resembles a plateau. When
SM feature is even weaker, it is seen as a small kink on
I -V curve ~Fig. 1!.

The other features seen in Fig. 1 are the step structure
the I -V curve which are similar to the step atV5Vt . Their
positions satisfy the same conditionWi

1(n)52D(T) and
hence, the same Eq.~7! as for Vt . So the position of these
two series of steps on theV-Q0 plane is just a continuation
of the straight lines corresponding toVt ~they exist both
above and belowVt!. The steps in Fig. 1 are smoothed b
cause of a finitew.

Notice that while the steps corresponding to Eq.~7! are
usually positive~increase of the current!, they can also be
negative—for example, when the step position is on
negative slope of a SM peak~the decrease of the curren
occurs because the charge state having the resonant tu
ing rate becomes less probable!.

Besides the steps described by Eq.~7!, at relatively high
temperatures the theory predicts an appearance of very s
negative steps~both below and aboveVt! at

Vi ,n
NS5

eCi

C1C2
F2

2D~T!CS

e2 1
1

2
2~21! i S n1

Q0

e D G , ~9!

that corresponds to the conditionWi
1(n)522D(T). The

steps are negative because the dependenceG(W) given by
Eq. ~3! has a step down atW522D(T). The effect is very
weak because of the factor exp@24D(T)/T# and also because
of the existence of the opposite effect due to the simu

of
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5118 56BRIEF REPORTS
neous threshold conditionWi
2@n2(21)i #52D(T) ~nega-

tive steps have not been observed in our experiment!.
The aluminum-based single-electron transistors were

ricated using the standard two-angle evaporation techni
The details of the fabrication are given in Ref. 16. Figu
2~a! shows the experimental dependence of the curren
the gate voltage for different bias voltages atT5650 mK.
The largest feature seen is the figure is the onset of the
quasi-particle tunneling atV.Vt @Eq. ~6!#. @Actually, we see
peaks because of the small current scale of the Fig. 2~a!; for
larger bias voltages they transform into plateaus with su
ciently sharp edges.# The well-pronounced peaks along th
straight lines intersecting the abscissa axis atVg5214 mV
and Vg532 mV are the so-called JQP~Josephson-plus
quasiparticle cycle! peaks.5 @They are due to Josephson co
pling and, hence, are outside of the scope of the pre
paper. The position of JQP peaks is given5,6,16 by Eq. ~8!
without the term1

2 inside parentheses.# The step structures
can be seen along the lines@see Eq.~7!# which are the con-
tinuation of the main thresholdVt(Vg) @they start from the
large features due toVt in the upper part of Fig. 2~a!#. And
finally, the SM peaks are represented as rather broad fea
along the straight lines approximately in the middle~theo-
retically, exactly in the middle! between JQP lines which
intersect the abscissa axis roughly atVg.10 mV and Vg
.240 mV. Small SM peaks have been observed e
above Vt . The SM features along the line with negativ
slope are more pronounced than along the line with posi
slope possibly because of the difference in junction re

FIG. 2. ~a! The experimental dependence of the currentI on the
gate voltageVg for SSS SET atT5650 mK. The bias voltagesV
range from 0 to 0.828 mV with a step of 7.08mV. The curves are
shifted vertically byDI (pA)52813V(mV). ~b! The positions of
the current maxima on theV-Vg plane. The solid lines fit JQP
peaks. The dashed lines show theoretical positions of SM pea
b-
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tances. Similar measurements made atT550 mK do not
show SM features as well as additional step structures w
JQP peaks remain well pronounced atV*0.65 mV.

Figure 2~b! shows the numerically determined positio
of the maxima of theI -Vg curves from Fig. 2~a! on theV-Vg
plane. From the straight lines corresponding to JQP pe
~solid lines! we determine the junction capacitancesC1
518364 aF, C2511763 aF. The gate capacitanceCg
53.5 aF which determines the gate voltage period of 46 m
is included inC1 becauseVg has been measured from th
outer side ofC1 . Notice that the bias voltage correspondin
to the intersection of two JQP lines directly gives the cha
ing energye/CS50.53 mV. The minimalVt of 0.80 mV is
used to determine the superconducting gapD(T)
50.20 meV@minimal Vt corresponds to the edge of the a
most vertical curved lines in the upper part of Fig. 2~b!#.

Dashed lines in Fig. 2~b! show the theoretical position
Vi ,n

SM of SM peaks calculated from Eq.~8!. We see that ex-
perimental peaks are located at somewhat higher bias v
ages. This can be explained in several ways. First, the
feature has a rather smooth shape, and hence, the additi
any current component which increases with bias volta
leads to the apparent shift of the maximum to higher volta
@we also checked numerically that a relatively large inhom

FIG. 3. ~a! ExperimentalI -Vg curves forV50.69 mV at differ-
ent temperatures which show two SM peaks~and also two JQP
peaks and two steps! per period. The temperatures in mK~from top
to bottom! are 712, 684, 640, 605, 571, 532, 495, 462, 426, 3
345, 303, 97. Notice that the height of SM peaks and steps gr
with temperature.~b! Solid lines show the corresponding theoretic
prediction without fitting parameters. The JQP peaks have not b
included in simulations. A small smearingw50.03D(0) is as-
sumed. Dashed line illustrates the peak splitting due to differ
D(T) in the island and leads~610meV difference is used!.

.
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56 5119BRIEF REPORTS
geneous broadening ofD(T) leads to a similar shift#. Sec-
ond, the additional contribution to the position shift in Fi
2~b! can occur because the peaks are determined as the m
mum current point overVg , not overV. ~The Vg change
which decreasesVi ,n

SM also weakens Coulomb blockade in th
same junction, hence increasing the ‘‘background’’ curr
and leading to the apparent shift of the maximum positio!
Finally, the third possible explanation of the shift~which we
believe is most likely! is due to the difference betweenD(T)
in the island and leads. Then each SM peak should spl
two @there is some experimental evidence of such a split
which is slightly seen in Fig. 2~a! and Fig. 3~a!#. Numerical
simulations show that the peak corresponding to higher
voltage is more pronounced@see Fig. 3~b!# while the lower
peak is possibly too small to be represented in Fig. 2~b!. A
difference of about 0.02 meV between the energy g
would be sufficient to explain the experimental deviation

The experimental temperature dependence of the
peaks onI -Vg curves is shown in Fig. 3~a!. Besides two SM
peaks per period ofVg one can see two steps and two JQ
peaks~the heights of JQP peaks are different because
Josephson coupling in one junction has been suppresse17!.
We see that SM peaks as well as steps grow with temp
ture. Solid lines in Fig. 3~b! show the corresponding theore
ical I -Q0 curves calculated without fitting parameters~JQP
peaks are not included in the model!. The total resistance
RS5605 kV is obtained from theI -V curve andR1 /R2
5C2 /C1 is assumed. The gapD(0)50.207 meV is used to
get D(T)50.2 mV at T5650 mK. A small broadeningw
50.03D(0) of the gap was used to eliminate the unphysi
divergence ofG at the peak center, while we did not attem
to fit the experimental SM peak height byw @larger w de-
n
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creases the height, though the dependence is quite wea
w&0.05D(T)#. The good correspondence between Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b! is an additional proof that the observed peaks
really SM peaks. The dashed curve~corresponding to the top
solid curve! illustrates the peak splitting due to differen
D(T) in the island and leads~a difference of 20meV is
used!. One can see that this assumption not only explains
peak position shift and traces of such a splitting in expe
ment, but also improves the agreement for the peak heig

Let us mention that the height of thermally activated JQ
peak~at V,2D/e1e/2CS! as a function ofV ~Vg is varied
correspondingly! should also exhibit the SM feature atV
5e/2CS because at this voltage the tunneling of the seco
quasiparticle in the JQP cycle is at resonance. There
some traces of such an increase in Fig. 2~a! and also one can
see qualitatively that in Fig. 2~a! the JQP peaks start to de
crease crudely atV,e/2CS ~because of the thermal broad
ening of the SM feature, this smooth boundary moves
lower voltages bydV.TCS /Ci.0.1 mV!. Similar behavior
should be expected for the height of thermally activated st
with SM feature atV52D(T).

In conclusion, we observed SM peaks on theI -Vg depen-
dence of SSS SET at temperatures comparable toTc . The
shape and position of the features agree well with the th
retical prediction.
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